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The Dependence Capacity of Finite Borel Fields* 
J. G. BALDWIN t 
Rezearch Triangle Institute 
The concepts of entropy and the mutual information between two 
random variables as given, e.g., in (Khinchin, 1963; Gel'land and 
Kolmogorov, 1956; Gel'fand and Yaglom, 1957) have been extended 
to arbitrary probability spaces by Perez (1957). In this paper we con- 
sider the mutual information of several random variables from the 
point of view of its being a function U defined on finite subsets of an 
index set. In addition to giving algebraic properties of U, it is shown 
that it is a monotone capacity of at least the second order 
(see Choquet (1954) for a treatment of general capacities). Since this 
mutual information is a measure of the interdependence of the varia- 
bles concerned, U is called the dependence capacity of the indexed 
set of variables under consideration. We limit our considerations to
finite state random variables, i.e., finite Borel fields, but the general 
case is treated in Baldwin (1963, 1964). 
I. THE FUNCTION q(x, y) 
We consider the funct ion of two real var iables defined in the posit ive 
quadrant  as follows: 
t0 1°g(x/Y)  fo r0  < x ,y  ~(x ,y )  = fo rx  = 0, y_-> 0 
(~-oo fo rx> 0, y - -  0. 
Throughout  this paper  we shall use the natura l  logar i thm for the sake 
of convenience but  we note that  here the use of any  other  base s imply  
yields a constant  mult ip le of ~(x, y) .  ~ is convex on its domain  of a 
definition. We designate by  q the restr ict ion of ~ to the closed unit  
square. For  a fixed y, q assumes its min imum at x = ye -1. We will have 
need for the following lemmas:  
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LEMMA 1. Let  rl , • • • , r~ , u l  , . • • , u~ be nonnegat ive real numbers .  Then  
Proof :  I f  ~-~=1 ulo = 0 the inequality reduces to 0 = 0 for }-~=1 r~ = 0 
and to ~ = ~ for ~-~=1 r~ > 0. I f  ~-~k~l uk > 0 and uk0 = 0 for some 
k0 E t 1, • • • , n} then the right hand side of the inequality becomes in- 
finite. I f  uk > 0 for M1 k we consider the convex function 
/x  log x for x > 0 Z(X) \o for x = O. 
Setting ak = uk/~'-lu~ and x~ = rk/uk the lemma follows immediately 
from the inequality of convexity 
LEMMA 2. Let  rl , • • • , r~ , u l  , • • • , u~ be nonnegat ive real numbers  such 
that } -~=l  rk = ~- l  u~ = 1. Then  0 <= }-~- l  q(rk , u~) <= oo w i th  
}-~=1 q(rk , uk) = oo i f  and  only  i f  Uko = 0 and  rko > 0 fo r  some ko and 
~=1 q(r~ , u~) = 0 i f  and  only i f  uk = r~ for  all  lc. 
Proof :  The inequalities follow from Lemma 1. I f  } -~1 q( rk ,  uk)  = 
then at least one uk must vanish for rk > 0 since we are dealing with a 
finite sum. u~ = rk implies trivially that ~k~l  q( rk ,  uk) = 0 and the 
strict convexity of the function z (x )  in Lemma 1 implies the converse. 
We note that the left hand side of the inequality in Lemma 1 can be 
negative. However, we have 
LE~MA 3. Let  r~ , • • • , r~ , u l  , • • • , u~ be nonnegat ive real numbers  wi th  
~=1 uk < 1. Then  - -  1 /e  < ~(~=~ rk ,  ~;=1 uk) .  
P roof :  We have in this case 
) = rk log rk <~ rk ,~Uk . 
II. THE DEPENDENCE CAPACITY OF FINITE BOREL FIELDS 
We consider a probability space (It, B, p).  All Borel fields considered 
in the sequel will be assumed to be included in B. I f  B0 is any such Borel 
field, a set A ~ B0 is termed an atom of B0 if E ~ A and E ~ Bo imply 
that E is the empty set. I t  is a well known fact that a one-to-one cor- 
respondence exists between the class of finite Borel fields in B and the 
class of disjoint partitions of ~ into finitely many sets of B, the partition- 
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ing sets being the atoms of the corresponding Borel field. We call two 
Borel fields B0 and B0 t equivalent modulo p (or simply equivalent if no 
misunderstanding is possible) and write Bo ~-~ B0'[p] (or simply Bo ~-~ B0 ~) 
if there is a one-to-one mapping ,I, from B0 onto B0 t such that 
p(EAE~)  = 0 for each E C B0, A being the symmetric difference of 
the sets. I f  {B~} ~ez is some indexed class of Borel fields we designate by 
V~ B~ the Borel field generated by the B~,  i C I .  I f  I is finite, con- 
sisting of say n elements, we write 
VB,  = VB,  = B~ V . . .  V B~. 
i c I  i= l  
I f  I is denumerable, notations uch as V~=0 B~ and V~=-~ B~ are then 
self-explanatory. 
Given a finite number of finite Borel fields Bx, • • • , B~, we denote a 
generic atom of B~ by A~, 1 =< i ~ n, and define the quantity 
U(B1,"" , Bn) 
• . .  2 q , p¢A ) for > 1 
I AnC B n ~=1 = 
for n = 1. 
For reasons which will later become evident we call U(B1,  . . .  , Bn)  
the dependence capacity of the class of Borel fields {B1, • • • , B,} under 
the probability law p. I f  E = {il, . . .  , is} is anyfinite set and if for each 
i C E, B~ is a finite Borel field we also write U(B~I ,  . . .  , B~)  = 
U({B~}: i ~ E)  and set U({B~} : i C E} = 0 if E is the empty set. We 
note that U(B I ,  . . .  , Bn)  is invariant under any permutation of the 
B1, . ' - ,  Bn and that B1 ~ BI'  implies U(B1,  B2 ,  . . . ,  B~)= 
U(B I ' ,  B2 , . .  • ,B~) .  
THEOREI~ 1. 0 ~ U(B1,  " ' "  , Bn)  < ~ and U(B1 ,  . "  , Bn)  = 0 
i f  and only i f  the B I  , • • • , B~ are independent. 
Proof :  By a suitable renumeration of sets of the form A~ 0 • • • n An 
we may set 
rk = p(A~ N . . .  n An) and u~o = I Ip (A~)  
in Lemma 2 obtaining 0 =< U(B I ,  . . .  , Bn)  < ~.  By the same lemma 
U(B1,  . . . ,Bn)  = ~ if and only if 
I~p(A~)  = 0 and p Ai >0 
/=1  i 
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for some atom A~ N . . .  N An. This is impossible since N~-~ A~ __C A~ 
for each i and p( n ~=~ A~) > 0 imply ]~I~=i p(A~) > 0. Again by Lemma 
2 U(B~, - . . ,  Bn) = 0 if and only if p (~=IA , )  = I I~-~p(A , )  for 
each A1 N • • • n A~, i.e., the B~, .. • , B~ are independent. 
THEOBE~ 2. For m ~ 0 and Bi . . . . .  B~]  we have 
U(Bi , . . .  , B~ , B~+i , . . .  , Bn+~) 
= U(B~,  B~+I , . . . ,  B~,~) + (n -  1)H(B~), 
where H ( Bn) denotes the entropy of the field Bn (see Gel'fand and Yaglom 
(1957). 
Proof: For each atom of the form Ai M -. • M A~ N A~+l M • • • N An+~ 
we havep(A i  n • .. n An n A~+i N .. • N An+~) = Oif p(A~ N A~) = 0 
~+~ A~) > 0 if and only for any 1 =< i, j _-< n since B~ ~-~ B~.. Hence p( [1 =i 
if A1 . . . . .  An[p] in which ease 
A~ = p A~ and I I  p(A~) = [p(An)] ~ ~[  p(Ai) .  
P \ i=l \ i=n  i=1 i=n~-I  
Hence 
U(B1, . . -  , Bn, Bn+i, "'" , Bn+~) 
) = E . . -  E p log 
AnEBn An+mEBn+m \ i~n  
AnE Be An+mE Bn+m "~ 
-- (n - -  1) p A~ Iogp(A~) 
P \~=n 
n+m 
[P(A~)] ~ I - I  p(Ai )  
i=nZrl 
P \ i~n  
n-~m 
]~ p(A~) 
= U(B , , . . . ,Bn+m)  + (n - 1)H(Bn). 
COBOLLAR¥. I f  B1 . . . . .  B~v] then 
U(B1, ' ' '  , B,)  = (n -- 1)H(B,,). 
T~EOnEM 3. I f  B~ C Bl' then U(B~ , . . .  , Bn) <= U(BI', B: ,  • . . ,  B~) .  
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Proof: For each atom A1 E B1 there is a disjoining partition of A~ 
into atoms of BI', A1 = Uj As', Aj' E BI'. Thus, 
I I  p( Ai) 
i=1  
p A /NF I  Ai log 
i=2  
~. p As' f'l 0 A~ 
• /~2 
log p As' < ~p(A/  n f ]  As) 2A~ 
• ,=3 p(Aj') IX p(A,) 
/=2  
by Lemma 1 above. Summing such inequalities over all atoms of Bx 
we obtain the theorem. 
THEOI~EM 4. Let El, ... , E~ be a finite number of pairwise disjoint 
finite sets and to every i E U~=I Ek let B~ be a finite Borel field. Then 
U({B,}:i E E~ U . . .  U E,) 
= U(V  B , , - . . ,  V B,) +~U({B,} : i  EEk). 
~EEi 
Proof: 
U({B~}:i E E1 U " ' "  U E~ 
'/EEr k=l 
= E p(,EBx0~ " u.A,) log 
AIEB~,~EEIU"  • "UE~ " • • ° I I  p(a~) 
IEEIU'"UEr 
P( 17 As) 
AiEB I , iEE IU , "UE r ~.EE1U' "UE  r 
p( n A,) Hp(,p A,) 
"$C EiO • • "UEr = log ~ 
2 P( n A,) IX p(A,) 
k=l  iEEtc  ~.EE1U- • "UH r 
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= E p( n .4,) log p ( '~ ,~-° - ;4 ' )  ?. 
~,,~,,,.,~E,U...0~, ,~,U...0,, II p( n A,) 
k=l IEEk 
p( n .a~) 
iEEk 
+ E E ~(~. .u~.4 , )  log II p(A,) 
k=l AiEBi,iEE1U'''UE r
iEEk 
= U(VB¢, - . . ,VB ,  ) +£U({B,}  : iC  Ek). 
gEE1 '6Er k~l 
TSEO~EM 5. For integer m, n > 0 we have U(B~, . . . ,  B,,, B,~+~, 
• . . ,  B,,+,~) = U(B~, . . . ,  B,~) -b u(V ,~B, ,  B,~+~, . . . ,  Bn+,,,). 
Proof: 
/,,+,n \ 
2<_.+.p in  A,)log 
AiEBiI<--' 
U(B1,  . . .  ,Bn+m) = 
/n+m I = E p ( n A, log 
AiEBi,l<--i<--n+m \ i=1  
+ E p 
AiEBi,l<_i<_n~-m 
and the theorem follows. 
THEORE~ 6. For n >-- 1 we have U(BI, 
H( V,~, B,) 
Proof: 
U(B1,  . . . ,  B , )  = ~ p 
AiEBi,l<--i<--n 
= E p 
AiEBi,l<-i<--n 
i=1 
n-l-m ~(~, ~) 
( )~+= 
~ A, II p(A,) 
i=I i=n+l 
~C~4 C~:41o~ n 
I~p(A,) 
• . . ,  B . )  = ~,% H(B , )  - 
C~ 4 lo~ 
f l  p(Ai) k=l 
(,=~A~)logp(,=~A,) 
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-- E P --[il A¢ logp(Ai) 
AiCBi,l~--i~--n { 
. (+)  = ~H(B, )  - -  H B~ . 
i=l { =l 
THEOREM 7. Let El,  "" , E,. be a finite number of pairwise disjoint 
finite sets. To every i ~ U~=l Ek let B~ be a finite Borel field. Then 
U Bi}: i  C Ek 
k 
= ~=~E ( ~V B~) + ~l J: ~( IB~I: i C E~) - ~( oV..., o~B~). 
Proof: From Theorem 4 we have 
and by Theorem 6 we have 
U(VB ' , " ' ,  VB~)=£H(VBI ) -H(  V B,) 
{EEl /EEr ~=1 iEE~ /EE IU" 'U~ 
and the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 8. Let El,  "" , Er be a finite number of pairwise disjoint 
finite sets. To every i E 13;=1Ek let B, be a finite Borel field. Then 
E H(Bi) = ~-~ H(V  B, ) -t- £e({B,} : i  E E,). 
~EEIU ' "UEr  k=l  ~qEk k = l  
Proof: We have 
k=l {EE IU" 'UB~ IEE IU ' "UEr  
by Theorem 6 and 
U {B,}: C 0 E~) 
;~=l 
r 
= E H( V B,) + E V({Ba: i c E~) 
k=l iEEk k=l 
- ~(~.o~B, )  
by Theorem 7. Comparing these two equations we obtain the theorem. 
THEOREM 9. 
n--1 
U(B1, . . . ,B , )  = ~ U(B1 Y . . .  Y Bk,Bk+,). 
k=l 
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Proof: 
1~=:I. 




= ~ U(B1  V "'" V B~,  Bk+l). 
k=l 
THEOREM 10. For m >= 0 we have U(B1, . . .  , B~) <= U(B1, 
B~+I  , " ' "  , B~+, ,~) .  
Proof: 
U(B1,  • • • , B~,  B~+i ,  "'" , B,~+,,~) 
= U(B1,"''B'~+U(gBi'Bn+I'~=~ 
by Theorem 5. The inequality follows from 
u ( V  ~ . . .  = i=1 B~ , Bn+l , , Bn+~) > O. 
THEO~E= 11. 
U ( B1, " " ,  B,~ , B,~+l , " " ,  B,~+.~ ) 
i=1 \ /=n+l \ i=1  
Proof: From Theorem 6 we have 
• -. ,B~,  
and  
n-+-m 
U(B1, . . . ,  B~+,~) = ~ H(B¢) q- 
i=i i=n+l  
• . .  ~ Bn+, , , )  
H(B¢) H 
(v) U(B~+I, . . . ,  g~+~,) = Z H(B3  - U B~ 
i~n+l  \ i=n+l  
f rom wh ich  the  theorem follows. 
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II I .  THE CONDITIONAL DEPENDENCE CAPACITY AND RELATED 
PROPERTIES 
Before continuing we introduce another quantity, the conditional de- 
pendence capacity. For each A E B, with p(A)  > 0 
is in an evident sense the mean interdependence of the B1, . - .  , B~ 
given A. Thus, if B0 is a finite Borel field we define 
U(B~,  . . . ,Bn lBo)  = ~ U(B~,  . . . ,B~lAo)p(Ao)  (p(Ao)  >0)  
AoEBo 
as the conditional dependence capacity of the Bt ,  . . -  , B~ given B0. 
I fE  = {it, - - -  , in} and F = {jl, " .  ,j~} are finite sets we set 
V(Bh,  - " ,B~. IBs~ V . - .  V Bjm) = U({Bd: iCE I{B i} : jE  F). 
As in the case of the dependence capacity we note that for a finite 
number of finite Borel fields Bt  , • •. , B ,  , B,+I , • • • , B~+,,, U ( B1,  . . . ,  
Bn [ B~+I V . . .  V B~+~) is unchanged by either a permutation of the 
Bt ,  • • • , B~ or by a permutation of the B~+~, • • • , Bn+m and that B1 ~ B~ t
and B~+I ~ B',+I imply that 
U(B1, . . . ,B~[B ,+I  V " .  Y B~+~) 
U(B~', Bn I ' V • V B,~_~). " " "  ~ Bn-{-1 " "  
The properties of the conditional dependence capacity are similar to 
those of the dependence capacity as given in Theorems 1 through 11 
above. We state these properties without proof since they follow in a 
manner similar to that of the corresponding property of the dependence 
capacity. 
THEOREM 12. 0 =< U(B1,  " "  , B~ [ B0) < ~ and U(B1,  . . .  , B ,  lB0) 
= 0 i f  and only i f  the B~,  • • • , B ,  are independent given Bo.  
THEOREM 13. For m >= 0 and Bx . . . . .  B~[p] we have 
U(B1 ,  "'" , B,~+~ ] Bo) 
= U(B . ,  B.+~,  - . .  , B .+~ I B0) ÷ (n  --  1 )H(B .  IB0). 
COnOLLAtt~z. I f  B1 . . . . .  B,[p] then 
U(B~,  . . .  ,B ,  [Bo) = (n -- 1 )H(B ,  [Bo). 
THEOREM 14. I f  B~ c B~' then 
U(B~,  B2 ,  . . .  , B ,  I B0) < U(B~', Be ,  . . . ,  B ,  [B0). 
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THEOREM 15. Let E~ , • • • , E~ be a finite number of pairwise disjoint 
finite sets and to every i C U~=~ E~ let B~ be a finite Borel field. Then, 
U({Bi}: i C J~l U " ' "  UE~]Bo) = U( V B¢, . . . ,  V B¢IB0) 
iEE1 iEE r 
+ ~ U({B,} : i  E E~]Bo). 
THEORE~ 16. For m, n >= 0 we have 
U(B1,  . - .  , B~, B~+I, "'" , B~+~ [Bo) 
= U(B~,  . - . ,  B~ [ B0) + u(VL -~ B i ,  B~+I, 
THEORE~ 17. For n >= 1 we have 
• ..  , B~+~ [Bo). 
THEORE~I 18. Let E l ,  . . . ,  E~ be a finite number pairwise disjoint 
finite sets. To every i C [J~=~ Ek let Bi be a finite Borel field. Then 
U(  IB~}:i E k=lb Ek[Bo) 
= ~-~H(VB, [Bo) -4 -~U({B,} : iC  E~]Bo) 
k=l i E E k k=l 
- -  H( V BilBo). 
/EEIU-" 'UE  r 
THEOREM 19. Let E l ,  • • • , E~ and B~ for i C U~=I Ek be as above, then 
n--1 
U(BI,  . . . ,B~IBo)  = ~U(B~ V . . .  V Bk,Bk+~lBo). 
k=l  
T~EORE~ 20. For m >-- 0 we have 
U(Bx , . . . ,B ,  [ Bo) <= U(BI , . . . ,B~,B,+x, . . .  ,B,+~ ]Bo), 
TaEOnEM 21. 
U(BI,  . . . ,  BE, BE+l, . . . ,  Bn+m ]Bo) = ~ H(B,  IBo) 
i=1 
(v ) . (v  ) + H B,[Bo -- B, [ Bo + U(B~+I, . . . ,  B.+mIBo). 
\ i=n- ] - I  \ i=I 
We are now in a position to continue with more interesting properties. 
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Tm~onE~ 22. 
U(Bo V B1, B~, 
Proof: 
U ( Bo, B2 , 
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• . . ,  B~) = U(Bo, Bs, . . . ,  B~) 
+ U(B~,B~, . . .  ,B~IBo) - -  U(B~, . . .  ,B~IBo) 
• . . ,B~)  + U(B1,Bs,  . . . ,B~]Bo)  
n 
: 
~E,k,0_<k_<~ p(Ao) I~ p(Ak) IX p(A~ lAo) 
( - ) (a  ) p Ao M [1 A~ p ,, AklAo /n  \ 
k=2 k~2 
= U(Bo V B,,  B,,  . . . ,  B,)  ~- U(B,,  . . . ,  B, [Bo). 
THEOREM 23. Let E, F be arbitrary finite sets and to every i C EU F 
let B~ be a finite Borel Field. Then 
U({Bd : i E E U F) 9- U({Bd : i E E N F) 
__ U({B~}: i C E) + V({Bd: i C F). 
Proof: 
U({B~}:iC EUF)  
= U({Bd: iCE)  -t- U (VB, ,  {Bd: iEF - -  E) 
iEE 
by Theorem 5. 
U(VB~,{B~}:iE F -  E) = U( V B~,{Bd: iC F - -  E) 
iEE /EEf lF  
+U(  V B~,{Bd: iCF - -E [{Bd: iEENF)  
i E.E--F 
-- U({Bd:iE F - -  E[{B,}: iC ENF)  
by Theorem 22. Thus 
U({Bd : i E E O F) + U({B,}: i C E ME) 
= U({Bd: iCE)  + U( V B~, {Bd:i  C F -- E) 
iEEnF 
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+ U( IBd : i  C E CI F) 
+u(V  l{Bd:i EnF) 
iEE--F 
- U({Bd:i F--Ei{B I:  EnF). 
However, again by Theorem 5, we have 
U({B,z}:i C E) = U({Bd: i  C EFIF) + U( V B~,{Bd: i  C F - -E )  
iEEnF 
and 
u( V F -  En, ) 
IEE--F 
=> U(IB~}:iE F -  E I IBd : iCENF)  
by Theorem 20 and the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY. For E r) F = 0 
U({Bd: iCE  U F) > U({Bd: i~E)  + U({Bd: iC F). 
Note: If I is a parameter set and B~ is a finite subfield for each i ~ I 
we can interpret he dependence capacity as a set function on the ring, 
5:(I), of finite subsets of L It is a monotonic increasing, nonnegative 
function on 5:(I). It is, however, in general not an additive set function. 
For example for E, F ~ 5:(I) with E n F = 0 we have 
U({B~}: iCE  U F) > U({B4}: iC  E) + U({B~}: iC F) 
and 
U({B J : i~E  U F) = U({Bd: i~E)  + U(VB~,  {Bd: i~  F) 
gEE 
= U({Bd: iCE)  + U({B¢): i EF)  + U(VB~,VB¢ ) 
iEE iEF 
by Theorem 5. Thus, the equality above holds if and only if 
U (VB~,  V B,) = 0 
gEE iEF 
implying that the dependence capacity is additive if and only if it is 
identicMly zero on if(l). Nevertheless, the dependence capacity ex- 
hibits in general an important regularity from which its name is derived. 
Theorem 23 states effectively that the quantity U is a monotone capacity 
of at least the second order. (See Choquet  (1954) for information on the 
general theory of capacities.) Setting U(E) = U({B¢} : i C E), H(E) = 
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~-~ic~H(B~), and H(E)  - H(V ieEB~ ) one can verify in a direct 
manner that 
/4(E O F) -}- / t (E  N F) _-_ / t (E )  -5 / t (F ) ,  
(showing that / t  is an alternating capacity of at least the second order) 
and 
H = U+/ t .  
Thus the additive set function H is the sum of an alternating and a 
monotone capacity. 
In the case of the conditional entropy of a Borel field B1 given B0, 
H(B I IBo) ,  a refinement of the conditioning Borel field B0 results in a 
decrease in the conditional entropy. For the conditional dependence 
capacity no such analogous tatement can be made in general. As a 
counterexample consider n + 1 dependent finite Borel fields B0, B~, 
• .. , B~ such that each subset of n of them is independent. We then 
have 
0 < U(Bo ,B1 ,  "'" ,Bn)  
= U(Bo ,B , )  -4- U(Bo V B~,B2, . . .  ,B , )  = V(Bo V B1 ,B2 , . . .  ,B,) 
= U(B0,B=,  . . .  ,B , )  + U(B , ,B=,  . . .  ,B~ [B0) 
- -  U (B~,  B3 ,  . . .  , B .  [B0) =< U(B I ,  . . .  , B .  I B0). 
Hence the assumption that U(B i ,  . . .  , B ,  ] Bo) <= U(B1, . . .  ,B , )  
holds in general leads to the contradiction 0 < 0. 
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